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InSIGHT
SucceSS of ArGentinA’S new preSident tied to ShAle GAS

Argentina’s new president, Alberto Fernandez, will likely 
avoid policies that would threaten gas production in the 
country’s Vaca Muerta shale fields, since the country will 
have to foster its energy sector if it wants to stimulate the 
economy.

Fernandez defeated the incumbent Mauricio Macri by 
48.10% to 40.37% with 97.13% of the vote counted.

Markets had feared that a victory by Fernandez would 
bring back the policies of Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, 
a former president and his running mate. The two are not 
related.

Argentina’s markets were shaken when the ticket won a 
preliminary election in mid-August by a margin of 15 points.

Gas production is important to Argentina’s petrochemical 
industry because it has crackers that rely on ethane. 
Argentina is home to Vaca Muerta, a shale formation with 
vast reserves of natural gas.

Despite the promise of the Vaca Muerta, gas production 
declined during much of Cristina Fernandez’s presidency 
because of the policies of her administration.

While she was president, Fernandez adopted strict controls on 
the exchange rate and imposed caps on energy prices. Her 
administration nationalised the oil and gas producer YPF.

The country consumed more gas than it produced, causing 
it to import liquefied natural gas (LNG) and to impose 
supply cuts to industrial consumers during the Argentine 
winter.

These supply cuts became so regular, chemical companies 
planned their maintenance around them to lessen their 
effect on operations.

Macri reversed several of these policies after he defeated 
Cristina Fernandez in the 2015 presidential election.

Gas production had already started recovering near the 
end of her term. During Macri’s, it expanded further, and 
Argentina resumed gas exports to Chile.

As president, Alberto Fernandez will likely continue Macri’s 
market-friendly policies when it comes to energy policy, 
said Mark Jones, political science fellow at Rice University’s 
Baker Institute for Public Policy.

“Alberto Fernandez realises full well that if Argentina is 
going to get back on the track of sustained growth, it 
needs the Vaca Muerta to be productive,” Jones said. “Any 
policies that discourage investment and development of the 
Vaca Muerta run contrary to that goal.”

The country entered a technical recession in the third 
quarter of 2018, when its economy shrank for the second 
consecutive quarter.

This year, the economy will likely shrink by 3.1% and by 
1.3% in 2020, according to the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF).

At the least, increasing gas production could allow 
Argentina to become self-sufficient in the fuel, allowing it to 
eliminate imports and the subsequent effect they have on 
its terms of trade, Jones said.
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A gas surplus would allow Argentina to generate 
hard currency and attract downstream projects in the 
petrochemical industry.

In fact, Fernandez may choose to reverse some of the 
last-minute policies that Macri introduced after his defeat 
in August’s preliminary elections. The reaction from the 
market was severe, with the peso dropping sharply against 
the dollar. To maintain the value of the currency, Macri 
introduced some of the controls on exchange rates that 
were so loathed by the market.

Jones expects that Fernandez will attempt to reverse these 
as soon as possible.

“I think there is reason to be pretty optimistic about 
Fernandez, especially from the energy sector,” Jones said. 
“He understands markets. He understands the business 
sector.”

If energy companies do not like Argentina’s policies, they 
can drill wells in countries with friendlier regimes.

Even if Alberto Fernandez decides to pursue less business-
friendly energy policies, he will run up against constraints in 
the country’s legislative chambers.

Fernandez’s performance during the general election 
did not match the double-digit margin he won during the 
preliminary round in August. The opposition did much better 
in some of the congressional races, depriving Fernandez of 
an overwhelming majority.

“He’s going to have to actually work with the opposition,” Jones 
said. “The congress will not be a rubber stamp right now.”

Still, investors have a right to be concerned about 
Fernandez. He belongs to the larger Peronist movement in 
Argentina. So does his running mate, Cristina Fernandez.

“The is a wing of the Peronist movement, strictly the 
Cristina Fernandez wing, that if left to their own devices, 
would kill the goose that laid the golden egg in the Vaca 
Muerta. We have a track record in that,” Jones said.

Also, some of the policies that are good for the Vaca 
Muerta run contrary to those that Fernandez will need 
to maintain public support, Jones said. Such popular 
policies include forcing companies to sell energy below 
cost, empowering the labour movement and investing in 
social-welfare programmes instead of much-needed energy 
infrastructure.

As it is, companies have started to shut-in gas production 
because they lack the pipeline capacity to ship the fuel to 
the populous cities on the east coast.

Fernandez may pursue such populist policies if the 
economy lags or if his approval ratings fall, Jones said.

If that’s not challenging enough, Fernandez will also have 
to contend with the demand from creditors.

Without question, Fernandez will request a restructuring of 
the timetable to repay the country’s debts, Jones said. But 
that won’t be enough. Argentina’s debts are unsustainable, 
and the country will likely need creditors to agree to a 
haircut, he said. “People will have to write down some of 
the debt.”

If creditors are not flexible, the country could default.
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